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Overview
Here: the discovery prospects of low energy, precision 

measurements through theory & experiment... 
Answering questions that the Standard Model 

does not may require new theoretical paradigms  
Emerging experimental anomalies can guide 

“bottom-up” constructions. 

A diverse set of low-energy experiments is possible. 

Controlling QCD can be key to inferring new physics !
For a more comprehensive discussion, see 
N. Brambilla, S. Eidelman, P. Foka, SG, A. Kronfeld et al.,  Eur. Phys. J. C 74 (2014) 
2981 (arXiv: 1404. 3723) --- and esp. Ch. 5:  SG, H.-W. Lin, F. Llanes-Estrada, W. M. 
Snow, X. Garcia i Tormo, & A. Kronfeld



Two Paths to Discovery 
 via low energy, precision experiments 

 Confront nonzero quantities which can be 
computed precisely (or assessed) within the SM 

Make null (or “null”) tests of the 
breaking of SM symmetries 

Enter tests of B-L, CP (*), ....

Enter muon g-2, PVES, β decay correlations, ....
All probe new degrees of freedom, both 

visible and possibly “hidden”

*e.g., EDMs, ACP in charm (Dalitz plot),  
T-odd decay correlations



Context
The LHC has discovered a Higgs (like) boson but no 

particles that speak to new dynamics -  yet.  
But our dark-dominated universe speaks to possible 

hidden (or visible?!) sector particles, interactions, 
symmetries that we may yet discover 

Such new physics could arise at either
i) high energies with        couplings to SM particles

– or –
ii) low energies with very weak couplings 

to SM particles
 
 

O(1)

Largely unexplored! Low energy studies 
have unique discovery potential!

Here low energy & collider studies are complementary



High vs. Low Energy BSM Sources
  At low energies how can we tell them apart? 

 

Then for we can extend the SM as per

where the new operators have mass dimension D>4

60

in the neutron is needed, and the QCD sum rule calcula-
tion of Ref. [854] has been employed to realize the limits
noted [852]. Stronger limits on the color-blind dipole
moments, however, come from b ! s� and b ! s`+`�

decays [852, 855]. In the face of such constraints, the
new-physics phase space to be explored at the LHC is
significantly reduced [852, 853], and presumably can be
sharpened further, even in the absence of additional ex-
perimental data, if the nonperturbative matrix element
can be more accurately calculated.

4.3. Low-energy framework for the analysis of
BSM e↵ects

The SM leaves many questions unanswered, and the
best-motivated models of new physics are those which
are able to address them. Commonly this is realized so
that the more fundamental theory has the SM as its low-
energy limit. Interestingly we can realize a framework in
which to probe the nature of physics BSM even if we do
not assume a specific theory with a definite ultraviolet
completion. Rather, we need only assume that we work
at some energy E below the scale ⇤ at which new par-
ticles appear. Consequently for E < ⇤ any new degrees
of freedom are “integrated out,” and the SM is amended
by higher-dimension operators written in terms of fields
associated with SM particles [856]. Specifically,

LSM =) LSM +
X

i

ci
⇤D�4

OD
i , (40)

where the new operators OD
i have dimension D with

D > 4. We emphasize that LSM contains a dimension-
four operator, controlled by ✓̄, which can also engender
CP-violating e↵ects, though they have not yet been ob-
served. The higher-dimension operators include terms
which manifestly break SM symmetries and others which
do not. A prominent example of the former is the Wein-
berg operator, which is of dimension five. This opera-
tor gives the neutrino a Majorana mass and can mediate
neutrinoless double � decay [857], a |�L| = 2 process.
Setting such possibilities aside, the remaining higher-
dimension terms can usefully be organized so that they
remain invariant under SM electroweak gauge symme-
try. This emerges from no fundamental principle but
rather follows from experiment, for flavor physics ob-
servables constrain the appearance of non-SM invariant
operators to energies far beyond the weak scale [858–
860]. Upon imposing SM electroweak gauge invariance
the leading order (dimension six) terms in our SM ex-
tension, prior to electroweak symmetry breaking, can be
found in Refs. [847, 848]. Nevertheless, this description
does not capture all the admissible possibilities in dimen-
sion six because of the existence of neutrino mass. The
latter has been established beyond all doubt[1], though
the need for the inclusion of dynamics beyond that in the
SM to explain it has as yet not been established. To wit,
we can use the Higgs mechanism to generate their mass.

Since the neutrinos are all light in mass, to explore the
consequences of this possibility we must include three
right-handed neutrinos explicitly in our description at
low energies [861]. Finally if we evolve our description to
the energies appropriate to the study of the weak decays
of neutrons and nuclei, we recover precisely ten indepen-
dent terms, just as argued long-ago by Lee and Yang
starting from the assumption of Lorentz invariance and
the possibility of parity nonconservation [862].

We now turn to the analysis of particular low-energy
experiments to the end of discovering physics BSM and
the manner in which theoretical control over confinement
physics can support or limit them.

4.4. Permanent EDMs

4.4.1. Overview

The neutron EDM is a measure of the distribution
of positive and negative charge inside the neutron; it is
nonzero if a slight o↵set in the arrangement of the posi-
tive and negative charges exists. Such can exist if inter-
actions are present which break the discrete symmetries
of parity P and time reversal T. In the context of the
CPT theorem, it reflects the existence of CP violation,
i.e., of the product of charge conjugation C and parity P,
as well. Consequently, permanent EDM searches probe
the possibility of new sources of CP violation at the La-
grangian level. The EDM d of a nondegenerate system is
proportional to its spin S, and it is nonzero if the energy
of the system shifts in an external electric field, such that
S · E.

The SM nominally possesses two sources of CP vio-
lation, though the second does not appear to operate.
They are: a single phase � in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) matrix, as well as through the T-odd,
P-odd product of the gluon field strength tensor and its
dual, the latter product being e↵ectively characterized
in the full SM by the parameter ✓̄. The CKM mecha-
nism of CP violation does give rise to nonzero perma-
nent EDMs; however, the first nontrivial contributions
to the quark and charged lepton EDMs come in three-
and four-loop order, respectively, so that for the down
quark |dd| ⇠ 10�34 Ec.m. [863, 864]. The neutron EDM
does possess a well-known, long-distance chiral enhance-
ment; estimates yield estimated to be |dn| ⇠ 10�31–10�33

Ec.m. [865–867], making it several orders of magnitude
below current experimental sensitivity. A table of the
results from various systems is shown in Table 11.

4.4.2. Experiments

The last few years has seen an explosion of interest in
experimental approaches to searches for electric dipole
moments of particles composed of light quarks and lep-
tons. This increased scientific interest has developed

Suppose new physics enters at energies beyond a scale  

!!

Symmetry guides their construction: impose

E < ⇤

But we can also add new dimension 4 operators  
via new, low energy degrees of freedom 

⇤

SU(2)⇥ U(1)



• from a dimension-five Weinberg operator

• from introducing a right-handed neutrino  
and using the Higgs mechanism

The Neutrino Mass
Low or high energy physics?  

 

 But which mechanism operates? 
Or do both?

[Le Dall, Pospelov, and Ritz, 2015]

N.B. not “UV complete” — new high E BSM is required!

This in itself is UV complete.

Note J. Formaggio, ``Weighing Neutrinos,” Friday  

|B � L| violating!         



mixing models with no invisible decays 
have now been ruled out [BaBar, 2014 & NA48/2, 2015]

A0

The muon g-2 anomaly  
�aµ ⌘ aexpµ � athµ = (287± 80)⇥ 10�11

~µµ =
e

2mµ
(1 + aµ)~�

could arise for either high or low E BSM

[Jegerlehner and Nyffeler, 2009]

[Czarnecki and Marciano, 2001]

[Fayet, 2001; Gninenko & Krasnikov, 2001; Pospelov, 2009]

Models with new weak scale physics can also be tested 
conclusively with the 14-TeV LHC [Freitas et al., 2014]

Note J. M. Williams, ``Quark Flavor Physics,” Thursday  

High or Low Energy BSM?



Dark Photon Parameter Space is Vast 
An explanation of the muon g-2 anomaly is still viable! 14
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FIG. 10: Constraints in the " versusmA0 plane for invisibly-decaying hidden photons assuming they can decay either invisibly
to a hidden-sector state � or visibly to SM matter for mA0 < 2m�. We show the constraints for fixed mass m� = 10 MeV
(left) or 100 MeV (right). The bounds from the BABAR mono-photon data are shown by the blue shaded region. Projections
for a possible Belle II search is shown with a solid blue line, corresponding to the “standard” mono-photon search discussed
in Sec. VI. Various other constraints (shaded regions) and projected sensitivities (dashed lines) are also shown: the anomalous
magnetic moment of the electron (ae, red) and muon (aµ, blue), rare kaon decays (brown), the upcoming electron fixed-target
experiment DarkLight (light blue; shown when kinematically relevant), and LSND (light gray; assuming ↵D = 0.1 and that
there are no other light hidden-sector states that � decays to, which do not interact with the hidden photon). In the green
shaded region an A0 could explain the discrepancy between the measured and predicted SM value of aµ. For mA0 < 2m�, we
show with gray shaded regions the constraints from visible searches (E141, E774, Orsay, U70 etc.) that apply unless there are
other decay modes (besides A0 ! �̄�) available for the A0. We do not show the experimental prospects in this case of visible
decays. More details and references are given in Sec. VB.
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Here the A’ also decays 
 to a light dark matter  

particle  �
Alternate solutions 
are also possible;  

model based on gauged 

less constrained
 

Lµ � L⌧

[Altsmannhofer et al., 2014]

[Belanger et al., 2015]



Dark Photon Parameter Space is Vast  
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Also note studies possible through SeaQuest/E906  
LOI, 2015; Liu & Reimer co-spokespersons

proton bremsstrahlung radiative          decays ⇡0, ⌘

[SG, Holt, Tadepalli, 2015, to appear]

[Bluemlein and Brunner, 2013][Batell, Pospelov, and Ritz, 2009]



[SG, Holt, Tadepalli, 2015, to appear]

mixing  
parameter 

Dark Photons at SeaQuest (FNAL) 

[N.B. Bjorken et al., 2009]



Dark Photons at SHiP (CERN) 
SeaQuest Projections are competitive

[Alekhin et al., arXiv: 1504.04855]



More Motivation for BSM searches:  
The Puzzle of the Missing Antimatter 

Confronting the observed 2H abundance with big-bang 
nucleosynthesis yields a baryon asymmetry: [Steigman, 2012] 

The particle physics of the early universe can explain this 
asymmetry if B, C, and CP violation exists in a non-equilibrium 
environment. [Sakharov, 1967]

But estimates of the baryon excess in the Standard Model have 
always been much too small, [Farrar and Shaposhnikov, 1993; Gavela et al., 1994; 
Huet and Sather, 1995.]

⌘ = n
baryon

/n
photon

= (5.96± 0.28)⇥ 10�10

⌘ < 10�26

But with a 125 GeV Higgs there is no EWPT [Aoki et al.,1999]

Thus now the SM mechanism fails altogether 



• The discovery of a EDM would speak to new CP 
phases (enter electroweak baryogenesis)

• The discovery of             decay would tell us that  
neutrinos are Majorana (enter leptogenesis)

• The discovery of        oscillations would tell us 
that neutrons are Majorana (enter leptogenesis)

• The discovery of a DM asymmetry would tell us 
that DM carries “baryon” number (enter 
“darko”genesis)

Interconnections 
A baryon asymmetry (BAU) could be generated in different 

ways, and various discovery experiments can give hints 

 In some models the generation of DM and the 
cosmic baryon excess are tied....

0⌫ ��

nn̄



Permanent Electric Dipole Moments 

Applied electric fields can be enormously enhanced  
in atoms and molecules  

A fundamental EDM points along the particle’s spin,  
breaking both T and P

H = �d ~E ·
~S

S
� µ ~B ·

~S

S

[Purcell and Ramsey, 1950]

Searches in different systems:
paramagnetic & diamagnetic & the neutron 

Hg [Griffith et al., 2009]

             Xe [Rosenberry & Chupp, 2001]

Ra [Parker et al., 2015]

ACME (ThO) [Baron et al., 2013]

YbF [Hudson et al., 2011]

Tl [Regan et al., 2002]

n [Baker et al., 2006]

with many more under development!
[For reviews, see Pospelov and Ritz, 2005; Engel, Ramsey-Musolf, and van Kolck 2013]



Heavy Atom & Molecular EDMs
Naturally involve multiple energy scales

Energy

EDMs of Complex Systems

There is a hierarchy of scales to consider:

[Ginges and Flambaum, 2004]

EDMs in neutrons, nuclei, atoms, and molecules are broadly complementary.

S. Gardner (Univ. of Kentucky) EDMs@Project X PXPS 2012, Fermilab 12



Operator Analysis of EDMs
The flavor-diagonal effective Lagrangian at ~1 GeV 

Many sources: note effective hierarchy imposed by 
gauge invariance SU(2)⇥ U(1)

[Ritz, CIPANP talk, 2015]

An IR footprint; removed by 
the axion? Completely??



• First “dim 6” lattice QCD matrix elements 
for the neutron EDM [Bhattacharya et al., 2015] 

• Much effort to develop low-energy EFTs 
for nuclei with consistent chiral power 
counting [… de Vries et al., 2011, 2012; Dekens et al., 2014] 

Operator Analysis of EDMs
The effective Lagrangian in hadron and 

nuclear degrees of freedom
There has been much activity, with more ongoing

Outcome is to interpret nucleon and few-body 
nuclei EDMs in terms of a set of LECs, potentially 

determinable via storage ring expts
Still more complicated systems contain enhancements 

that might enable an EDM discovery



Heavy atom EDMs

[Gaffney et al., 
Nature (2013)]

evade Schiff’s theorem through large Z, 
finite nuclear size, and octupole deformation

Observed permanent deformation is consistent with  
expected “rigidity,” making a Schiff moment computation 
more robust and up to ~1000x bigger than             (existing 

best atomic EDM limit)
199Hg

[Haxton & Henley, 1983; Auerbach, Flambaum, & Spevak, 1996; 
Dzuba et al., 2002; Dobaczewski and Engel, 2005; Dobaczewski et al., 2010]



First 225Ra result

Ra system sensitive to poorly known CP-violating sources 
(connected to  θQCD); current result thus expected  

to impact a global fit! 
[Chupp and Ramsey-Musolf, 2015]

dRa$225'='($0.5'±'2.5)'×'10$22'e$cm'''
5.0'×'10$22'e$cm'95%'confidence'upper'limit'

Argonne-Kentucky-Michigan State-Northwestern
[Parker et al., 2015]

[Holt, SSSP talk, 2015]

A “Proof of principle” result with much 
eventual improvement expected

“saturated”



The limits anticipated 
in next generation EDM 

experiments give 
 decisive tests of EWB  

in popular models

EDMs: Broader Impacts
Low or high energy physics?  

 
The discovery of the  

electron EDM at  
anticipated sensitivity  
would reveal weak scale  

new physics
[Le Dall, Pospelov, and Ritz, 2015]

[Cirigliano et al., 2010; Chao and Ramsey-Musolf, 2014]



    Neutron-Antineutron Oscillations
Their observation would violate |B-L|  

and reveal physics BSM
Recently their phenomenology has been  

updated to include the role of spin  
for the first time 

Subsequent work has considered 

[SG & Jafari, 2015]

New possible Lorentz violation limits.

Spin effects impact the role of magnetic fields.
The transition operator is CP violating.

[Babu & Mohapatra, 2015]
The role of CP violation in this context.

[Berezhiani & Vainshtein, 2015]



Other Breaking Developments 
My apologies for incompleteness….

Re(ε’/ε) has been computed in lattice QCD for 
the very first time [Bai et al., 2015]

 Related work (Re A0) supports the idea that the 
mysterious |ΔI| = 1/2 “rule” comes, in part, 

from a cancellation in the |ΔI| = 3/2 
amplitude

Lattice QCD studies of K ! ⇡⇡

Lattice QCD can now confront gA of the 
nucleon [Bhattacharya et al., 2013; Gupta et al., 2015]

[Boyle et al., 2013; Bai et al., 2015]

[RBC/UKQCD]

Agrees with experiment within 2.1σ



Summary  

The control of non-perturbative QCD has 
advanced considerably and is important to 

new physics searches!

New physics could arise at either high energies 
or low energies (with very weak couplings)

For some observables (de , mν) the two 
sources can be crisply distinguished

Theories of weakly coupled hidden sectors 
continue to evolve with unique discovery 
prospects through low-energy physics.



Backup Slides  



Resolving the limits of the V-A Law 
gAEnter the Gamow-Teller matrix element        
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Fig. 9 Compilation of recent published results for the axial charge in
QCD with Nf = 2 + 1 + 1 dynamical quarks [248] (upper panel),
Nf = 2 + 1 [234,237] (middle panel), as well as two-flavor QCD [236,
247,255,256] (lower panel)

consistent manner from functional methods and, if available,1834

compared to lattice results. Over the last decade, especially1835

the results for corresponding propagators and some selected1836

vertex functions have been established to an accuracy that1837

they can serve as precise input to phenomenological calcu-1838

lations, see also the discussion in Sect. 8.2.1839

The main idea of the Poincaré-covariant Faddeev approach1840

is to exploit the fact that baryons will appear as poles in the1841

six-quark correlation function. Expanding around the pole1842

one obtains (in a similar way as for the Bethe–Salpeter equa-1843

tion) a fully relativistic bound-state equation. The needed1844

inputs for the latter equation are (i) the tensor structures of the1845

bound-state amplitudes, which rest solely on Poincaré covari-1846

ance and parity invariance and provide a partial-wave decom-1847

position in the rest frame, see, e.g., [267,268] and references1848

therein for details; (ii) the fully dressed quark propagators1849

for complex arguments; and (iii) the two- and three-particle1850

irreducible interaction kernels. In case the three-particle ker-1851

nel is neglected, the bound-state equation is then named1852

the Poincaré-covariant Faddeev equation. The two-particle- 1853

irreducible interaction kernel is usually modeled within this 1854

approach, and mesons and baryons are then both considered 1855

in the so-called rainbow-ladder truncation, which is the sim- 1856

plest truncation that fully respects chiral symmetry and leads 1857

to a massless pion in the chiral limit. 1858

In [265,266] the general expression for the baryon’s elec- 1859

troweak currents in terms of three interacting dressed quarks 1860

has been derived. It turns out that in the rainbow-ladder trun- 1861

cation the only additional input needed is the fully dressed 1862

quark-photon vertex which is then also calculated in a con- 1863

sistent way. It is important to note that this vertex then con- 1864

tains the ρ-meson pole, a property which appears essential 1865

to obtaining the correct physics. 1866

In the actual calculations a rainbow-ladder gluon-exchange 1867

kernel for the quark-quark interaction, which successfully 1868

reproduces properties of pseudoscalar and vector mesons, 1869

is employed. Then the nucleons’ Faddeev amplitudes and 1870

form factors are computed without any further truncations 1871

or model assumptions. Nevertheless, the resulting quark- 1872

quark interaction is flavor blind,4 and by assumption it is 1873

a vector-vector interaction and thus in contradiction to our 1874

current understanding of heavy-quark scalar confinement, cf. 1875

Sect. 8.2. Reference [269,270] lays out an alternative descrip- 1876

tion of the phenomenology of confinement, based on the 1877

interconnections of light-front QCD, holography, and con- 1878

formal invariance, with wide-ranging implications for the 1879

description of hadron structure and dynamics. 1880

Therefore the challenge posed to the Poincaré-covariant 1881

Faddeev approach is to extend in a systematically controlled 1882

way beyond the rainbow-ladder and the Faddeev truncations. 1883

Given the fact that non-perturbative calculations of the full 1884

quark–gluon vertex and three-gluon vertex have been pub- 1885

lished recently and are currently improved, this will become 1886

feasible in the near future. Nevertheless, already the avail- 1887

able results provide valuable insight, and, as can be inferred 1888

from the results presented below, in many observables the 1889

effects beyond rainbow-ladder seem to be on the one hand 1890

surprisingly small and on the other hand in its physical nature 1891

clearly identifiable. 1892

Figure 10 shows the results for some selected hadron 1893

masses using two different interaction models, see [271] 1894

for the MT and [272] for the AFW model. (The main phe- 1895

nomenological difference between these two models is that 1896

the AFW model reproduces the η′ mass via the Kogut– 1897

Susskind mechanism beyond rainbow-ladder whereas the 1898

(older) MT model does not take this issue into account.) 1899

As one can see, both model calculations compare favorably 1900

with lattice results [206,235,237,238,273–277]. Given the 1901

4 The quark masses introduce a flavor dependence into the quark-quark
interaction. Furthermore, flavor independence of this interaction is in
disagreement with experimental facts.
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Progress
§ Axial charge
[Most well-known coupling with subpercent errors
[ Important to the rate of pp fusion, n-lifetime,	  …
[ Significant lattice systematics  

Huey-Wen Lin — Quarks and Nuclear Physics

𝑎 fm

Progress
§ Axial charge
[Most well-known coupling with subpercent errors
[ Important to the rate of pp fusion, n-lifetime,	  …
[ Significant lattice systematics  

Huey-Wen Lin — Quarks and Nuclear Physics

𝑎 fm

Huey-Wen Lin, 
talk at QNP ’15

Much Progress!

Note expt’l 
error!

But cannot yet use for 
BSM test....



Analysis Framework 
Flavor physics studies tells us that flavor 

and CP violation in CC processes are  
CKM-like (“Minimal Flavor Violation”)

Lattice QCD plays a key role

[2013 update 
(th+exp) of 

Laiho, 
Lunghi, van 
de Water,

arXiv:
0910.2928]



Triple Product Momentum Correlations
In radiative beta-decay one can form a T-odd correlation 

from momenta alone

This is a pseudo-T-odd observable, so that it can be 
mimicked by FSI, but these are computable up to recoil 

order terms [SG, Daheng He, 2012]

The interaction which generates it comes from 
the gauging of the WZW term under 

SM electroweak  gauge invariance [Harvey, Hill, Hill, 2007, 2008]

A direct measurement which constrain the phase of 
this interaction from physics BSM, possibly from  

“strong” hidden sector interactions [SG, Daheng He, 2013]


